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Allotropes of Carbon

Graphene: prototype 

truly 2D crystal

Nanotubes Fullerenes

Diamond, Graphite



Honeycomb lattice

Two equivalent sublattices, 

A and B (pseudospin)



Outline

1. Single H atom on graphene and randomly distributed H atoms

2. Fully hydrogenated graphene: graphane

3. Single-side hydrogenated graphene

4. Penetration of  protons through graphene

5. Dissociation of  molecular hydrogen on graphene

6. The role of  ripples



Single H atom or pairs of  atoms
D. W. Boukhvalov, MIK, A. I. Lichtenstein, Phys. Rev. B 77, 035427 (2008)

For two atoms: more favorable to sit in

different sublattices, the most favorable is two-side

Atomic distortions are important



Single H atom: electronic structure

Midgap states, local magnetic moments

are predicted

Spin-density projection

around H atom

Very similar to eliminating carbon atom



Single H atom: electronic structure II

Effective single-band model 

Electronic structure is very similar for H and for

univalent hydrocarbon groups



Finite concentration: single-electron theory



Finite concentration: many-body effects

Lattice QMC calculations; two main effects: energy gap formation and strong 

antiferromagnetic correlations between induced local moments

Average spin

distribution

AFM correlations

till very high T

Energy gap opening (spontaneous

in the limit zero bare mass) 



Several H atoms: experiment

Science 352, 437 (2016)

Spin-split midgap states for single

H atom on graphene

FM interaction between AA atoms and AFM

between AB atoms

One can control graphene magnetism

adding or deleting H atoms by STM tip



Interaction at large distances

Two resonant scatterers



Graphane: two-side hydrogenated graphene

Graphane: fully hydrogenated graphene CH 

Evidences: gap formation, Raman spectra…

Chemical stability is quite low (contrary to CF) 

Schematic structure

Electronic structure

Gap about

5 eV



Stability of  various CX compounds

Chemical bond with H is much weaker than with F or Li



Single-side hydrogenated graphene

“Impurity” band well separated from

other bands

Strong electron correlations within this

Band

Frustrated magnetic interactions, 

competition between FM and spin spiral

states



Curvature is crucially important!

Graphene is curved due to thermal

fluctuations (or due to roughness

of  substrate)

A.Fasolino, J. H. Los, MIK, Intrinsic ripples 

in graphene,  Nat. Mater. 6, 858 (2007)

Graphene at room 

temperature 



Proton permeation through graphene and hBN



Proton permeation through graphene and hBN II
Strong disagreement between theory and experiment

Curvature does not help, solvent does not help…

Experimentalists insist: no holes etc.

The problem remains open



Decomposition of  molecular hydrogen  

Graphene is impermeable for any

gases including He but excluding

molecular hydrogen

@RT



Decomposition of  molecular hydrogen II  
The only option which one can imagine: decomposition of  H2 into two atoms

and permeation of  atoms; the role of  ripples is decisive!



Decomposition of  molecular hydrogen III  

It seems that we have enough of  ripples



Distribution of  ripples at finite temperatures

t ripple height, D diameter

@RT a lot of  ripples with quite high

curvature (important for chemistry!)

@RT



To conclude
A very rich and interesting physics and chemistry

Not too strong bonding; reversible hydrogenation

(may be interesting for hydrogen storage?)

Resonant electron scatterer: midgap states, magnetic moments,

strong effect on electron mobility

At finite concentrations: gap opening and semimetal-insulator

transition

Proton permeation: still unsolved problem

Permeation of  H2 due to its dissociation

Crucial role of thermally induced ripples and curvature in general


